
Question One: Did t h e  {BLANK}warrant the submission of a 
FISA application and the issuance of a FISA order? 

Question Two: Did FBI-HQ personnelmake a serious and substantial effort 
inDecember 1998 toadvise OIPR of incriminating informationarising out of the August 
1998 d topersuade OIPR to submit a new FISAapplication?{BLANK}QuestionThree(U) Did OIPRhandle thismatter appropriately? 

FBI SSA{BLANK}viewedthe{BLANK}as a”bust”{BLANK}7/23/99), 
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certainly was not a bust."' For the reasons set forth in Chapter 14, the{BLANK}
b1 did materially advance the case for a 

FISA order, i t  should have resulted in a serious and substantial effort on the part of NSD 
to persuade OIPR that the FBI now had a sufficient basis for a FISA order, it should have 
caused the submission of a FISA application, and it should have resulted in a FISA order. 

OIPR's principal reason for rejecting the FISA application submitted.in June 
1997 was a lack of probable cause. 
assessment, it was stuckwith it. The 
have and should have overcomeOIPR’s 
19 specific items of incriminating
contributions to the probablecause analysis: 

b6FBI 
b7c 

As FBI-AQ ASAC Dickwrote in e-mail to SACKitchen,SASA{BLANK}and b6,b7c[838] FBI 
others immediately after the executed:“GreatJob! 
was not a home runwe certainlygottosecondbase.”(AQI4861) 
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this later. 

b1 


light. 

FBI (U)This was certainly the view of FBI-AQ. When SSA{BLANK}took over theb6 investigation fromSA{BLANK}herfirst order of businesswas to a requestto FBI-HQ
b7c for submissionto OIPRof a FISA application. {BLANK}9/7/99) She did so immediately 

and sent anECtoNSD on November 10,1998 that ably and effectively set forth the case 
for a FISA order. (AQI 1964)

SSA{BLANK}however, did notseethe{BLANK}as FBI-AQ did. His b1 
reactiontoSA{BLANK}ECwas immediateandnegative,asshownbyhishandwriten 
commentson FBI-HQ’s copy. (FBI 1381) Then, onDecember 10,1998, he Formally

rejectedFBI-AQ’srequestforaFISAorder(FBI 1406), endorsedthree 

(Id.) AccordingtoUC{BLANK}daysmattertoOIPRfor its review. 12/29/99) 

(U)Nevertheless, despite havingrejected the FISA request onDecember 10,1998,SSA{BLANK}found himselfin theoffice of OIPR attorneyDaveRyan onDecember 22, 
1998 discussing that verypossibility. Howdid this happen? 
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[SSA {BLANK} 
[839](U)SSA{BLANK}was “upset” when he learned ofthe rejection. He told SA 

"This is B-S-, we give him what he wants and he doesnothing.” {BLANK}9/7/99) 
[840]What led SCMiddletonto take this action? It certainly was not 

enthusiasm for the results ofthe{BLANK}Heviewed the results as 
“garbage” and "not successful” and asalertingascould be." (FBI 1493;Middleton 
8/3/99)He wasn't "optimistic'' that OIPRwould approve a FISA applicationand, if 
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{ B L A N K }  w a s  we’re not the attorneys of record.”{BLANK}12/29/99) OIPR was, and 
even though it was being done out of a “surfeit”of caution, i t  still needed done arid 

OIPR.[843]{BLANK}12/15/99) 
”ordered”SSA{BLANK}to go see“then we can check the box.”[842] (Id.)Thus, UC{BLANK} 

That the FBI lacked confidence in its own claim on a FISA order was made 
abundantly clear in a note that AD Gallaghersent to Director Freehon December 18, 
1998,just four days before SSA{BLANK}wentover to OIPR to present the matter. This 
note confirms to Director Freeh what NSD had told FBI-AQthe previous week: “[T]he 
results o were not likely to be sufficientjustification for b1electronic surveillance.”of{BLANK}were 

(U)
The FBI’sgloomyprognosis carried over to SSA{BLANK}meeting with 
OIPRon December 22,1998. There is no question that thiswasnot a "serious run"at a 
FISA application but, rather,aneffortby NSD togain OIPR's endorsementof a decision 
that it had already made and already communicated to both FBI-AQand to the Director 
himself.[844] 

the AGRT interviewed UUC{BLANK}inprobativeandnotconsistent b1 

[842]WhentheAGRTinterviewedUC{BLANK}inJuly 1999,UC{BLANK}
emphasizedthathe had reallyintended the approachto OIPRto be a”serious run” at a 
FISAorder. Hisviewwasthatthefullcontextofthe{BLANK}supportedaFISA b1 
application,whetherornotitwasultimatelyapproved.{BLANK}7/19/99)

[843](U)AD Gallaghertold theAGRT thathewasnotaware ofthissecond ”run”at 
a FISAbut, uponreviewingwhathappened, the "reality isthat it was crossingthe last 
'T'before going to [the] polygraph." (Gallagher 10/28/99)

[844](U) If' more evidence of this factwas necessary, one need only look at the 
FBI's acquiescence in DOE’s determinationto interview and polygraph Wen Ho Leein 
late December 1998. If the FBI actuallythought there was a chance for a FISA order, it 
certainly would have asked DOE to hold off,at least briefly, on the interview and 
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lengthy” meeting. view, in going into the meeting, was that nothing that
b7c happened in the could have changed things"and that there was 

DOE {BLANK}
nothing in report at would havejustified a finding of probable cause.

results7/23/99, 12/15/99) Ryan said "loudand clear" that the
b6,b7c changednothing.”{BLANK}12/15/99) 

{BLANK} 
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and the results. I ended by b1 
He immediatelyresponded"NO." 

FBI (U)b6 I advised JRK{BLANK}of this 12/22 

b7c (FBI 7111) 

These threeaccountsessentiallypaint the same portrait: SSA{BLANK}had a 
briefencounter with Ryan intended toobtainOIPR’s endorsement of a decisionSSA 

{BLANK}and his supervisors at NSDhad already mad 
"innoway" added anything to the issue of "probable 

toFBI-AQ. What he shouldhave come forwas aFISA 
order.[847] 

involving DOE targetsand included reference tothe August 1997Wen HoLeeFISA 
declination. (Id.) 

i 
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(U) As to OIPR,i ts  ability to have put together a FISA applicationin December 
1998 would have been significantlyhandicapped by i ts destructionof i ts  own records 
concerningthe June 1997 FISA application. See Chapter I I and 12. That never became 
a problem because there was nothing in SSA{BLANK}presentation IO support a 
reconsideration of the matter. 

D. (U) Conclusion 

Ultimately, the responsibility for the inadequate presentation to Ryan lies only 
partiallywith SSA 
which he told the{BLANK} UC{BLANK}must also bear responsibility for a decision 

AGRTin July 1999he regretted.{BLANK}7/19/99) UC{BLANK}stated 
thathe believedthe{BLANK}was not communicatedfully to OIPR SSA

{BLANK}and he regretsnot having presented the FISAissue to OIPR himself. He 
indicated that ifthecontext of the had been presented fullyhe 
believes it would have supported aFISAapplication,whether or not it was actually 
approved. (Id.) 
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that afterit received theb1 will present the detailsto 
ion to the Foreign 

Intelligence SurveillanceCourt.” (FBI 7651) By December 18,1998, NSD was telling 
Director Freeh somethingvery different: the results of the{BLANK}were not 
likely to be sufficient justification for electronicsurveillance. (FBI 7652) NSD’s first 
instincts were the correct ones. It should have “again ask[ed]” for a FISA application. It 
did not. 

d substantialpresentation been made to OIPR concerning the 
d had OIPRneverthelessrejected the submissionof a FISA 

criticism. Instead,OIPRnever got the chancetodecidethe 
matter oneway or the other. OIPRwas told nothing that could possibly have led it to 
believe that the matter warrantedany furtherinquiry. 
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